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Adjectives That Start with IA, IB, IC (16 Words)

iambic Of or consisting of iambs The general meter of the poem is iambic
pentameter.

iatrogenic Induced by a physician’s words or therapy (used especially of a complication
resulting from treatment) Iatrogenic creation of new alter personalities.

iberian Of or relating to the iberian peninsula or its inhabitants The iberian claims
are mentioned in the article.

ibsenian Of or relating to or in the manner of the playwright henrik ibsen

icebound Locked in by ice It freezes up in early november and stays icebound until
early may.

icelandic Of or relating to iceland or its people or culture and language Icelandic
phonology is the study of the phonology of the icelandic language.

ichorous Of or resembling or characterized by ichor or sanies
icky Soft and sticky At least the former was intentionally icky.

iconic Relating to or having the characteristics on an icon The bullwhip is iconic in
the indiana jones movies and used as a grapple.
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iconoclastic Characterized by attack on established beliefs or institutions His lectures
were a mixture of the conventional and the iconoclastic.

icosahedral Of or relating to an icosahedron From the picture it seems to not be
icosahedral or helical.

ictal Of or relating to a seizure or convulsion Most patients are in a post ictal state
following a seizure.

icteric Affected by jaundice which causes yellowing of skin etc
icterogenic Producing jaundice
ictic Of or relating to a seizure or convulsion

icy Devoid of warmth and cordiality; expressive of unfriendliness or disdain The
current state of the icy mantle is unclear.

Adjectives That Start with ID (21 Words)

ideal Conforming to an ultimate standard of perfection or excellence; embodying
an ideal The dress is ideal for the party.

idealised Exalted to an ideal perfection or excellence Herein are idealised the virtues
of a gentleman.

idealistic
Of high moral or intellectual value; elevated in nature or style- oliver franks
The search began for something to challenge the idealistic, budding
activists.

ideational Being of the nature of a notion or concept These metafunctions are the
ideational, the interpersonal, and the textual.

idempotent Unchanged in value following multiplication by itself A frame is the same as
an idempotent strictly two sided quantale.

identical Derived from a single egg or ovum The size of the header is identical.

identically Being the exact same one; not any other: The rest of the algorithm is
identical.

identifiable Capable of being identified The second title is in garbled french and not
identifiable.

ideographic Of or relating to or consisting of ideograms Dongba is both pictographic and
ideographic.

ideologic Concerned with or suggestive of ideas Obviously, the french have an
ideologic bias they’re retrograde…

ideological Concerned with or suggestive of ideas He classified this consciousness as an
effect of ideological mystification.
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idiographic Relating to or involving the study of individuals Discan scale are both
quantitative and idiographic.

idiomatic Of or relating to or conforming to idiom Polyphonic music is idiomatic for
the lyra viol.

idiomatical Of or relating to or conforming to idiom
idiopathic Arising from an unknown cause Idiopathic pulmonary haemosiderosis.

idiosyncratic Peculiar to the individual Any idiosyncratic beliefs are filtered out in the
process of modeling.

idiotic Incongruous;inviting ridicule The cleanup of the external links was idiotic.

idle Not in action or at work If the id numbers increase haphazardly, the host is
not actually idle.

idolatrous Blindly or excessively devoted or adoring All these were in the idolatrous
land, where they had been in servitude.

idolised Regarded with deep or rapturous love (especially as if for a god) Junior was
a young tearaway, who idolised his wayward father.

idyllic Suggestive of an idyll; charmingly simple and serene The two enjoy an
idyllic holiday.

Adjectives That Start with IF, IG (8 Words)

iffy Subject to accident or chance or change The status as consort is iffy…

igneous Produced by the action of fire or intense heat The guardians of fire include
the igneous knights.

ignescent Can emit sparks or burst into flame

ignitable Capable of burning Ignitable liquids can leave behind tell tale marks in the
fire debris.

ignitible Capable of burning

ignoble Completely lacking nobility in character or quality or purpose- oliver we You
are an abject, ignoble, mendacious knave

ignominious Deserving or bringing disgrace or shame- rachel carson Philip then
concluded an ignominious peace.

ignorant Unaware because of a lack of relevant information or knowledge The title
may sound absurd to the ignorant.
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Adjectives That Start with IL (32 Words)

iliac Of or relating to the ilium Risks for grafts from the iliac crest.
ill Indicating hostility or enmity The ill man was perspiring heavily.

ill-advised Without careful prior deliberation or counsel Individuals should be
courteously advised of copyright policies.

ill-bred Lacking in refinement or grace Maltese are bred to be cuddly companion
dogs, and thrive on love and attention.

ill-conceived Poorly conceived or thought out At first blush, it seems to me that the
rescission act was ill conceived.

ill-fated Marked by or promising bad fortune- w.h.prescott A black raven is boding ill
for everyone.

ill-favored Usually used of a face The favored cuts of meat are top block sirloin.
ill-fitting Not the right size or shape The hexagon is fitting inside the square.

ill-gotten Obtained illegally or by improper means No ill intent or maliciousness was
involved.

ill-judged Not given careful consideration The merits of the article are judged
independently.

ill-mannered Socially incorrect in behavior Hopefully we don’t have to resort to such ill
mannered dialogue in the future.

ill-natured Having an irritable and unpleasant disposition Only daringly good natured
editors bother having a vandal space.

ill-omened Marked by or promising bad fortune- w.h.prescott The ill man was
perspiring heavily.

ill-starred Marked by or promising bad fortune- w.h.prescott She starred in the wes
craven film ‘the outpost’.

ill-tempered Annoyed and irritable The brittle martensite becomes strong and ductile
after it is tempered.

ill-timed Badly timed The songs invariably feature a rhythm timed to the cadence of
the march.

ill-used Of persons; taken advantage of No ill intent or maliciousness was involved.

illative Resembling or dependent on or arrived at by inference Combination of the
verb and the illative plural of the noun.

illegal Prohibited by law or by official or accepted rules Fabricating an
identification card is illegal.

illegible Not legible The number of illegible voters was 7,896 in 2007.
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illegitimate Of marriages and offspring; not recognized as lawful He regarded the
former as legitimate and the latter as illegitimate.

illiberal Narrow-minded about cherished opinions Illiberal democracies do not exist
only in eastern europe.

illicit Contrary to or forbidden by law Dealing and use of illicit drugs occurs on
the streets.

illimitable Without limits in extent or size or quantity This field of studies is illimitable.

illiterate Not able to read or write In 1925, the population was largely illiterate and
disparate.

illogical Lacking in correct logical relation The opening paragraph is confusing and
illogical.

illusional Marked by or producing illusion

illusionary Marked by or producing illusion The illusionary ruins at the depths of the
earth.

illusive Based on or having the nature of an illusion I think it is a worthy goal to do
that, but it seems illusive.

illusory Based on or having the nature of an illusion Humanism was crushed in the
name of the illusory law.

illustrative Serving to demonstrate A picture may also be illustrative.

illustrious Widely known and esteemed It is the collar of the most illustrious order of
st. patrick.

Adjectives That Start with IM (124 Words)

imaginable Capable of being imagined No resolution was imaginable in the
short term.

imaginarily Not based on fact; unreal- f.d.roosevelt The imaginary part is
called the virtual boundary line.

imaginary Not based on fact; unreal- f.d.roosevelt There are dozens of real
and imaginary lines that intercross each other.

imaginative
Marked by independence and creativity in thought or action- lewis
mumford The play challenges us to make an imaginative leap into
the wild blue.

imbalanced
Being or thrown out of equilibrium A game would be badly
imbalanced if a novice could beat an expert simply because the
novice uses an inherently superior character.
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imbecile Having a mental age of three to seven years Look where the
imbecile who wrote this puts commas.

imbecilic Having a mental age of three to seven years Now do yourself a
favor, stop acting imbecilic, and drop the argument.

imbricate
Used especially of leaves or bracts; overlapping or layered as
scales or shingles The abdominal scales are moderate in size,
cycloid and imbricate.

imbricated Used especially of leaves or bracts; overlapping or layered as
scales or shingles The four petals are imbricated in the bud.

imitation Not genuine or real; being an imitation of the genuine article
Children learn to talk by imitation.

imitative Not genuine; imitating something superior It is simply imitative of
sounds, or suggests something that makes a sound.

immaculate Without fault or error The cathedral is dedicated to the
immaculate conception.

immaculately Without fault or error The school was named after the patroness of
the immaculate concepcion parish.

immanent Of qualities that are spread throughout something Brahman is the
transcendent and immanent ultimate reality of hinduism.

immaterial Not pertinent to the matter under consideration The duration of
this apportionment is rather immaterial.

immature Not yet having developed feathers The content of this article is
immature and irrelevant.

immeasurable Impossible to measure The prosperity generated is immeasurable.

immediate Immediately before or after as in a chain of cause and effect The
immediate decompression causes the shellfish to open.

immemorial Long past; beyond the limits of memory or tradition or recorded
history His mother lived there since times immemorial.

immense Unusually great in size or amount or degree or especially extent or
scope The response of the nation was immense.

immensurable Impossible to measure

imminent Close in time; about to occur There is no imminent danger of the
list overwhelming the article.

immiscible Incapable of mixing Oil and water are immiscible.

immobile Not capable of movement or of being moved It could be formed by
immobile troops and troops on the march.

immoderate Beyond reasonable limits You accuse me of being immoderate
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immodest
Having or showing an exaggerated opinion of your importance,
ability, etc At the risk of being immodest, i would like to nominate
myself for adminship.

immoral Deliberately violating accepted principles of right and wrong The
word immoral is an opinionated.

immortal Not subject to death The tree healed but the hunters became
immortal.

immotile Not capable of movement

immovable Not able or intended to be moved The machine is an immovable
object.

immoveable Not able or intended to be moved Canonically, the distinction is
between moveable and immoveable.

immune Secure against Beaded lizards are immune to the effects of their
own venom.

immunised Having been rendered unsusceptible to a disease Each pig must be
immunised twice to successfully control boar taint.

immunochemical Of or relating to immunochemistry Immunochemical signal
detection.

immunocompetent
Capable of developing an immune response following exposure to
an antigen In the immunocompetent group no deaths occurred at
either dose of mcmv.

immunocompromised
Unable to develop a normal immune response usually because of
malnutrition or immunodeficiency or immunosuppressive therapy
It can be used in some immunocompromised patients.

immunodeficient
Incapable of developing an immune response following exposure
to an antigen A humouse is an immunodeficient mouse
reconstituted with a human immune system.

immunogenic Possessing the ability to elicit an immune response Existing
medical superglues are highly immunogenic.

immunologic Of or relating to immunology En is an immunologic response to a
variety of different causes.

immunological Of or relating to immunology Immunological functions of the
human prepuce.

immunosuppressed Of persons whose immune response is inadequate Infection is of
particular concern to the immunosuppressed.
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immunosuppressive
Of or relating to a substance that lowers the body’s normal
immune response and induces immunosuppression Can be
aggravated by treatment with topical steroid or
immunosuppressive creams.

immunotherapeutic Of or relating to immunotherapy

immutable Not subject or susceptible to change or variation in form or quality
or nature In battle, the word of the leader is immutable law.

impaired Diminished in strength, quality, or utility His left arm was
impaired for the rest of the match.

impalpable
Incapable of being perceived by the senses especially the sense of
touch- james jeans The light, impalpable tones of lost youth can be
found in the proposals.

imparipinnate Pinnate with a single leaflet at the apex The leaves are
imparipinnate and opposite.

impartial Showing lack of favoritism I try to be fair and impartial and speek
the truth.

impassable Incapable of being passed For normal cars the track is impassable.

impassioned Characterized by intense emotion The singer is impassioned about
composing a song.

impassive
Having or revealing little emotion or sensibility; not easily aroused
or excited- nordhoff & hall Jeremy remains impassive, teaching
fencing as usual.

impatient Restless or short-tempered under delay or opposition The laity was
more impatient with the process of reform.

impeccable Without fault or error The statements in the factbox in particular
need to be impeccable.

impeccant Free from sin

impecunious
Not having enough money to pay for necessities The poor man’s
succession for many rias is to sell shares over an extended period
of time to the bunch of young, impecunious turks.

impellent Forcing forward or onward; impelling He managed to restore
impellent activity and speech after all three strokes.

impendent Close in time; about to occur

impending Close in time; about to occur Today, we live in absolute suspicion
and constant presentiment of an impending disaster.

impenetrable Permitting little if any light to pass through because of denseness
of matter The article is completely impenetrable to laypersons.
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impenitent Impervious to moral persuasion Japan will only feel worse if it
remains impenitent and continues like this.

imperative Relating to verbs in the imperative mood Cleanliness of the
insulation remains imperative.

imperceptible Impossible or difficult to perceive by the mind or senses So no,
imperceptible may still be correct.

imperfect
Wanting in moral strength, courage, or will; having the attributes
of man as opposed to e.g. divine beings In the imperfect they use
the endings of the weak verbs.

imperfectible Capable of being made imperfect

imperforate Not perforated; having no opening It was an imperforate sheet
valued at 70p.

imperial Belonging to or befitting a supreme ruler Christianity became the
greatest beneficiary of imperial largesse.

imperialist Of or relating to imperialism I’m not being a cultural imperialist.
imperialistic Of or relating to imperialism Let’s not be culturally imperialistic.

imperious
Having or showing arrogant superiority to and disdain of those
one views as unworthy His imperious disposition, rendered him
quite unpopular among the colonists.

imperishable Not perishable A large surplus of this imperishable fence material
is the rule.

impermanent Not permanent; not lasting- james thurber These are
impermanent, and thus ultimately unreal.

impermeable Preventing especially liquids to pass or diffuse through The inner
wall member comprises an impermeable barrier layer.

impermissible Not permitted Either way, the refactoring you did there was
impermissible.

impersonal Having no personal preference Maybe the difference has to do
with the impersonal nature of weather.

impertinent Improperly forward or bold It’s all too tenuous, speculative, and
impertinent.

imperturbable
Not easily perturbed or excited or upset; marked by extreme calm
and composure Maria and lucas take refuge in a tree with an
imperturbable little boy.

imperviable Not admitting of passage or capable of being affected
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impervious
Not admitting of passage or capable of being affected Preferably,
the footwear is comprised of a moisture and air impervious
material.

impetiginous Of or relating to or having impetigo
impetuous Marked by violent force He is a young warrior and very impetuous.

impious Lacking piety or reverence for a god They denounced both his
method and its results as absurd and impious.

impish Naughtily or annoyingly playful Plus, it gives duvall a splendid
platform for impish understatement.

implacable Incapable of being placated He was also an implacable foe of the
rulers.

implanted Deeply rooted; firmly fixed or held The enlarged hollow member is
implanted under the skin.

implausible Having a quality that provokes disbelief Note the term implausible
as opposed to impossible.

implemental Serving or acting as a means or aid

implicated Culpably involved The gene is implicated in the regulation of brain
cortical patterning.

implicational Relating to or concerned with logical implication Implicational
hierarchies also play a role in syntactic phenomena.

implicative Tending to suggest or imply Hence we have the term implicative
and nonimplicative.

implicit Being without doubt or reserve Consistency is implicit in the
concept of policies in the first place.

implike Naughtily or annoyingly playful
impolite Not polite The above comments are clearly insulting and impolite.

impolitic Not politic To me more impolitic, i would advise you to go block
yourself, as well.

imponderable Difficult or impossible to evaluate with precision The word
imponderable is used to describe such mysteries of everyday life.

important Having or suggesting a consciousness of high position Perhaps the
most important, and the key, to the series was the narration.

importunate Expressing earnest entreaty She is even more importunate than
her boss.

imposing Used of a person’s appearance or behavior; befitting an eminent
person Dunne is bombastic and imposing.
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impossible Used of persons or their behavior They had accomplished the
impossible.

impotent Unable to copulate The absence of the united states rendered the
summit partially impotent.

impracticable
Not capable of being carried out or put into practice They
struggled from one end to the other, but this soon became
impracticable.

impractical Not practical or realizable; speculative Huggins believed the policy
was unpopular and impractical.

imprecise Not precise The first quotation is imprecise.

impregnable Incapable of being overcome, challenged or refuted The fort here
is most impregnable.

impressed Deeply or markedly affected or influenced I’m terribly impressed
by your considerateness.

impressible Easily impressed or influenced His researches have an impressible
imprint of enlightening peep into the past.

impressionable Easily impressed or influenced For an impressionable boy, their
inspiration was incalculable.

impressionist Relating to or characteristic of impressionism Jackson painted in
an impressionist style.

impressionistic Relating to or characteristic of impressionism His music is often
described as impressionistic.

impressive Producing a strong effect Gives an impressive of effusive
melancholy.

improbable Not likely to be true or to occur or to have occurred The content of
this section seems improbable.

impromptu With little or no preparation or forethought The rendition was
completely impromptu according to him.

improper Not conforming to legality, moral law, or social convention The use
of the term totalitarian here is improper.

improvable Susceptible of improvement I understand that this article is
improvable.

improvident Not provident; not providing for the future Nearly all of them were
hopelessly improvident with money.

improving Getting higher or more vigorous I am improving the article
piecemeal.
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improvised Done or made using whatever is available Much of the action was
improvised.

imprudent Lacking wise self-restraint You are the one who continued to insist
that she is not imprudent.

impudent Marked by casual disrespect But calling this genocide is just
impudent.

impugnable Subject to being discredited
impuissant Lacking physical strength or vigor

impulsive
Characterized by undue haste and lack of thought or deliberation;
(`brainish’ is archaic) Maia is the brave,smart and often impulsive
heroine.

impure Combined with extraneous elements This sharply contrasts the
western view of dirt as impure and contaminated.

imputable Capable of being assigned or credited to
imputrescible Not subject to decay

Adjectives That Start with IN (545 Words)

in Holding office Diagram of incongruent counterparts in two
dimensional space.

inaccessible Not capable of being obtained Note that the main memory is
inaccessible by all of the processors.

inaccurate Not exact The rest is ridiculously inaccurate.

inactive Not exerting influence or change The group became inactive after
the war.

inadequate Not sufficient to meet a need The british relief response was tardy
and inadequate.

inadmissible Not deserving to be admitted Therefore, he couldn’t admit the fact
that it was inadmissible.

inadvertent Happening by chance or unexpectedly or unintentionally The
inadvertent boy broke the vase.

inadvisable Not prudent or wise; not recommended That was inadvisable to say
the least.

inaesthetic Violating aesthetic canons or requirements; deficient in tastefulness
or beauty
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inalienable Incapable of being repudiated or transferred to another The
territory of ecuador is inalienable, unrenounceable and inviolable.

inalterable Not capable of being changed or altered This has left this particular
article and many like this literally inalterable.

inane Devoid of intelligence Inane cheerleading in the sports section
continued all day long.

inanimate Appearing dead; not breathing or having no perceptible pulse The
phenomenon of talking to inanimate objects is surprisingly common.

inapplicable Not capable of being applied His object to the sources clearly is
inapplicable in this case.

inapposite Of an inappropriate or misapplied nature This note was inapposite
to the deletion.

inappreciable Too small to make a significant difference

inappropriate Not suitable for a particular occasion etc The chauvinism above is
inappropriate.

inapt Not elegant or graceful in expression Perhaps someone can make
an inapt comment on the web about the product.

inarguable Against which no argument can be made That is another inarguable
error in your article.

inarticulate Without or deprived of the use of speech or words How do you
distinguish one muddled inarticulate thought from the next

inartistic Lacking aesthetic sensibility; Dealing the fatal blow with a rook or
knight was considered inartistic.

inattentive Showing a lack of attention or care I was just inattentive, but i think
others might have misunderstood too.

inaudible Impossible to hear; imperceptible by the ear He had the soft, almost
inaudible voice of the aristocratic amhara.

inaugural Occurring at or characteristic of a formal investiture or induction
The 2007 season was the inaugural season for the website.

inauspicious Contrary to your interests or welfare You’re off to an inauspicious
start.

inauthentic Intended to deceive In this sense, the inauthentic life has to be
continually chosen.

inboard
Located within the hull or nearest the midline of a vessel or aircraft
The inboard edge of the molding overlaps a leg of the door sealing
strip.
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inborn
Present at birth but not necessarily hereditary; acquired during
fetal development The tendency toward good or evil is the result of
inborn character.

inbound Directed or moving inward or toward a center There are currently 3
inbound links.

inbred Normally existing at birth This study further suggests that the
australian population is quite inbred.

inbuilt Existing as an essential constituent or characteristic Morality is an
inbuilt part of humans.

incalculable Not capable of being computed or enumerated That, probably
incalculable, equation is the acid test.

incan Of or pertaining to the incas or their culture or empire This
demonstrates the numerical potential of incan armies.

incandescent
Characterized by ardent emotion or intensity or brilliance
Consumption of incandescent light bulbs grew rapidly in the united
states.

incapable Not having the temperament or inclination for Incapable of much,
he was lethargic and probably suffered from epilepsy.

incarnate Invested with a bodily form especially of a human body It was the
incarnate of my love for you.

incased Covered or protected with or as if with a case This makes simple
‘filigree’ cane one color incased in clear glass.

incautious Lacking in caution Koshiro encounters them and shouts at her for
being so incautious with boys.

incendiary
Capable of catching fire spontaneously or causing fires or burning
readily He will take some of the incendiary material through the
armor.

incertain Lacking or indicating lack of confidence or assurance Its products
are also valuable for use incertain hydraulic applications.

incessant Uninterrupted in time and indefinitely long continuing I want the
incessant hounding to stop.

incestuous Relating to or involving incest Mankind is the result of their
incestuous union.

inchoate Only partly in existence; imperfectly formed My thoughts are still
somewhat inchoate, so i hope clarity succeeds at least.

inchoative Beginning to develop Other affixes express inchoative aspect,
instrumental function or purpose.
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incident
Minor or casual or subordinate in significance or nature or
occurring as a chance concomitant or consequence The incident
shows the boy’s aptness.

incidental
Minor or casual or subordinate in significance or nature or
occurring as a chance concomitant or consequence The musice
deployed was incidental and pastiche.

incipient Only partly in existence; imperfectly formed It also turns on and
runs out incipient cancer.

incised Cut or impressed into a surface Alaska canyon is a deeply incised
canyon in the north face of michigan plateau.

incisive
Having or demonstrating ability to recognize or draw fine
distinctions Your review was incisive and thoughtful, and one of the
best i have seen.

incitive Arousing to action or rebellion

inclement Severe The lake is known for its inclement weather and frequent
storms.

inclined Having made preparations The inclined plane was the last
operational canal plane in the country.

included Enclosed in the same envelope or package Vanilla is not included in
the recipe.

inclusive Including much or everything; and especially including stated limits
This story is inclusive of the foregoing story.

incognito With your identity concealed In exile, francis adopted the incognito
title of ‘count of moratalla’.

incognizable Incapable of being perceived or known All software is powerful and
internet is incognizable.

incognizant Not aware
incognoscible Incapable of being perceived or known

incoherent Without logical or meaningful connection Arthur is mostly known
for his incoherent description.

incombustible Not capable of igniting and burning The houses were strongly built
of incombustible materials.

incoming Arriving at a place or position The incoming energy of the system
will dominate over the outgoing energy.

incommensurable Impossible to measure or compare in value or size or excellence
The communication with him must be full and incommensurable.
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incommensurate Not corresponding in size or degree or extent These can seem
incommensurate on the surface, but a deep structure may exist.

incommodious Uncomfortably or inconveniently small

incommunicado Without the means or right to communicate Police held these
detainees incommunicado and reportedly tortured some of them.

incommunicative Not inclined to talk or give information or express opinions
incommutable Not interchangeable or able to substitute one for another

incomparable
Such that comparison is impossible; unsuitable for comparison or
lacking features that can be compared The cities are incomparable
in terms of overall significance.

incompatible Of words so related that one contrasts with the other The above
notice is incompatible with the previous notice.

incompetent Not doing a good job The only disruptive editor here is the
incompetent above me.

incomplete Not complete or total; not completed The early part of the
chronology is incomplete.

incomprehensible Difficult to understand- a. einstein This just makes the sentences
meaningless and the article incomprehensible.

incomprehensive Not comprehensive Superficial and incomprehensive.

incompressible Incapable of being compressed; resisting compression
Incompressible flow of newtonian fluids.

incomputable Beyond calculation or measure But it may talk about incomputable
objects.

inconceivable Totally unlikely It is not inconceivable that the two are related.

inconclusive Not conclusive; not putting an end to doubt or question The stories
on the internet are seemingly inconclusive.

incongruent Not congruent This paragraph is incongruent and doesn’t make
sense.

incongruous Lacking in harmony or compatibility or appropriateness It is mainly
the headings and placement that seem incongruous.

inconsequent Lacking worth or importance I just think that’s a bit inconsequent.

inconsequential Lacking worth or importance In addition, the motion is largely
inconsequential.

inconsiderable Too small or unimportant to merit attention This took me a not
inconsiderable amount of time.
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inconsiderate Without proper consideration or reflection It’s inconsiderate and
insensitive to expect them to.

inconsistent Not in agreement Such language is inconsistent with stevens’
abhorrence of chiche.

inconsolable Sad beyond comforting; incapable of being consoled His death
brought inconsolable loss to his grieving family.

inconspicuous Not prominent or readily noticeable But the hole in the middle is
inconspicuous.

inconstant
Likely to change frequently often without apparent or cogent
reason; variable- shakespeare As you can see, my only problem now
is the inconstant coloring.

incontestable Incapable of being contested or disputed I admit my action was not
incontestable.

incontestible Incapable of being contested or disputed Speedy is for incontestible
non notability.

incontinent Not having control over urination and defecation Aristophanes is
portrayed as an absolutely incontinent and intemperant fool.

incontrovertible Necessarily or demonstrably true The evidence of stalking is
incontrovertible, but nothing is done.

inconvenient Not conveniently timed It may be inconvenient, but it doesn’t
diminish the validity of the cite.

inconvertible Not capable of being changed into something else They become
fixed and inconvertible.

incorporate Formed or united into a whole The lyrics incorporate verbal puns
from the point of view of the singer.

incorporated Formed or united into a whole The use of the electronic pointer was
incorporated.

incorporating Formed or united into a whole Please look at the proposed
emendation and incorporate it if acceptable.

incorporative Growing by taking over and incorporating adjacent territories The
structure of kerek is incorporative or polysynthetic.

incorporeal Without material form or substance He is also now able to travel
between the incorporeal realms.

incorrect Characterized by errors; not agreeing with a model or not following
established rules The pronunciation is awfully incorrect

incorrigible Impervious to correction by punishment The public can see how
incorrigible you are.
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incorrupt Free of corruption or immorality He is reputed to be an honest and
incorrupt official.

incorruptible Incapable of being morally corrupted She is irreconcilable and
incorruptible.

increasing Music The number of urban gulls is rapidly increasing.

incredible Beyond belief or understanding That assertion is just incredible and
unconscionable.

incredulous Not disposed or willing to believe; unbelieving Even the people
talking to him seemed a bit incredulous.

incremental Increasing gradually by regular degrees or additions An
incremental approach might be useful.

incriminatory Charging or suggestive of guilt or blame Anyway, that drv felt
overly incriminatory and assumptive.

inculpable Free of guilt; not subject to blame In this tradition, there is no
inculpable or reasonable non belief.

inculpative Causing blame to be imputed to

inculpatory Causing blame to be imputed to A judge might wrongly exclude
inculpatory evidence.

incumbent Currently holding an office If the entrant enters, the best response
of the incumbent is to accommodate.

incurable Incapable of being cured Palliation of incurable illness doesn’t
count.

incurious
Showing absence of intellectual inquisitiveness or natural curiosity
The lazy, incurious, and self satisfied the world over love this
approach.

incursive Involving invasion or aggressive attack
incurvate Bent into or having an inward curve

incurved Bent into or having an inward curve The cap is very slimy when
moist and has an incurved margin.

indebted Under a legal obligation to someone The form and style of the text
are much indebted to classical authors.

indecent Offending against sexual mores in conduct or appearance Most
range from the sexually indecent to the politically offensive.

indecipherable Impossible to determine the meaning of As you say dates of this
format are genrally indecipherable anyway.

indecisive Not definitely settling something His being indecisive made people
hate him.
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indecorous Not in keeping with accepted standards of what is right or proper in
polite society It is indecorous to speculate on these matters.

indefatigable Showing sustained enthusiastic action with unflagging vitality As a
parochial clergyman he was indefatigable in his duties.

indefeasible Not liable to being annulled or voided or undone All men have a
natural and indefeasible right to worship almighty god.

indefensible Not able to be protected against attack This in particular is
indefensible and unjustifiable.

indefinable
Not capable of being precisely or readily described; not easily put
into words Together these elements create a indefinable
performance spectacle.

indefinite Vague or not clearly defined or stated The absence of the indefinite
article is not absolute.

indehiscent Not opening spontaneously at maturity to release seeds The fruit is
a legume, indehiscent or tardily dehiscent.

indelible Cannot be removed or erased The rural background has left an
indelible impression in his formative years.

indelicate
Lacking propriety and good taste in manners and conduct Mr.
sanchez, to be indelicate, can shove his bigoted views up his own
ass.

independent Not controlled by outside forces It is incorporeal and independent.

indescribable Defying expression or description All of that is just indescribable to
me to type out here.

indestructible Not easily destroyed It is an inspiration and an affirmation of the
indestructible wonder of life.

indeterminable Not capable of being definitely decided or ascertained He spoke
little english, and with an indeterminable accent.

indeterminate Having a capacity for continuing to grow at the apex In abstract
algebra the is called an indeterminate.

indexical Of or relating to or serving as an index Indexical understanding of
instructions.

indexless Lacking an index

indian
Of or pertaining to american indians or their culture or languages
In 1930 he published the concluding volume of the north american
indian.

indicative Pointing out or revealing clearly Besides the indicative, croatian
uses the subjunctive and the conditional.
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indicatory Pointing out or revealing clearly Not empirical evidence but
certainly indicatory.

indictable Liable to be accused, or cause for such liability This was an
indictable only offence.

indie Not affiliated with a major recording company Even indie rock is
fairly lackadaisical in how it paints the music.

indifferent Having only a limited ability to react chemically; chemically inactive
I am indifferent to the change in the link.

indigenous Originating where it is found They have the potential to irreversibly
damage indigenous ecosystems.

indigent Poor enough to need help from others Services were without cost to
the indigent.

indigestible Digested with difficulty Captured whales often have indigestible
squid beaks in their stomachs.

indignant Angered at something unjust or wrong An indignant man
immediately joined the army.

indigo Having a color between blue and violet The color electric indigo is
an approximation of spectrum indigo.

indirect Having intervening factors or persons or influences Indirect
detection experiments search for the products of wimp annihilation.

indiscernible Difficult or impossible to perceive or discern Pattison’s view of ipa
basically makes many ipas indiscernible from pale ales.

indiscreet Lacking discretion; injudicious I’ve been indiscreet for what i have
done.

indiscrete Not divided or divisible into parts Similar effects happen if is
equipped with indiscrete topology and .

indiscriminate Failing to make or recognize distinctions But the nomination is
about the supposedly indiscriminate nature of the list.

indiscriminating Not discriminating But severus was no indiscriminating adherent of
monasticism.

indispensable Not to be dispensed with; essential The primitive source is
indispensable.

indisposed Somewhat ill or prone to illness Miss lohan has been indisposed for
a while.

indisputable Not open to question; obviously true The addictive potential of
benzo’s is indisputable.
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indissoluble
Used of decisions and contracts It is perhaps timely to remind
ourselves that the relationship between a currency and an economy
is indissoluble.

indistinct Not clearly defined or easy to perceive or understand The indistinct
definition of the term has caused some confusion.

indistinguishable Not capable of being distinguished or differentiated The addition is
nearly indistinguishable from the original.

individual Being or characteristic of a single thing or person In addition, each
individual unit is available to function as a spot light or a floodlight.

individualised
Made for or directed or adjusted to a particular individual The
amplifier and the guitar alone are individualised identifiable
elements.

individualist Marked by or expressing individuality Rothard is the most famous
individualist anarchist of the 20th century.

individualistic With minimally restricted freedom in commerce You enjoy the new,
the different, the unusual and the individualistic.

individualized Made for or directed or adjusted to a particular individual Children
get an individualized program.

indivisible Impossible of undergoing division Indivisible parts make the theory
much more complex.

indo-european Of or relating to the former indo-european people The police and
military intimidated the indo guyanese.

indo-germanic Of or relating to the indo-european language family Another
dissimilarity is that no englishman would deny their germanic roots.

indocile Of persons

indolent Slow to heal or develop and usually painless Henry xi was very
indolent and sickly person since his childhood.

indomitable Impossible to subdue But his power and spirit remained
indomitable.

indonesian Located, suited for, or taking place within a building It contains the
second largest indoor carousel in the world.

indoor Within doors The conservatory comprises the indoor component of
the zoo’s gardens.

indrawn Tending to reserve or introspection

indubitable Too obvious to be doubted Indubitable proof is that this artist has
charted on a major national chart.
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inducive Inducing or influencing; leading on- john milton Failure inducive
operating conditions of an x ray generator tube are sensed.

inductive Inducing or influencing; leading on- john milton Learning about the
physical world requires the use of inductive logic.

indulgent Tolerant or lenient Nathan took an indulgent attitude toward the
young kid.

indurate Emotionally hardened
indusial Of or relating to or being an indusium

industrial Having highly developed industries In 1853 park started the
abolitionist newspaper industrial luminary.

industrious Characterized by hard work and perseverance In the south, dairy
and poultry farms are widely industrious.

indwelling
Existing or residing as an inner activating spirit or force or
principle God is the indwelling and not the transient cause of all
things.

inebriated Stupefied or excited by a chemical substance (especially alcohol)
Ash returns home to his mother, sister and his inebriated father.

inedible Not suitable for food The hostel conditions they live in are poor and
the food is nearly inedible.

ineffable Too sacred to be uttered Jesus, your ineffable image is the star
which guides my steps.

ineffective
Lacking the ability or skill to perform effectively; inadequate
Sensors sense the effective or ineffective position of the respective
system.

ineffectual Producing no result or effect Others believe that the law has been
ineffectual.

inefficacious Lacking the power to produce a desired effect

inefficient
Lacking the ability or skill to perform effectively; inadequate The
investigation process is inefficient and a waste of the investigator;s
time.

inelaborate Not elaborate; lacking rich or complex detail

inelastic Not elastic Because the consumer is inelastic, the quantity doesn’t
change much.

inelegant Lacking in refinement or grace or good taste On this page, the
reasons given are a bit inelegant.

ineligible Not eligible Black was ineligible for the prize.
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ineluctable Impossible to avoid or evade: That is the ineluctable conclusion of
halevy’s argument.

inept Not elegant or graceful in expression Thanks for the
encouragement to remain graphically inept.

inequitable Not equitable or fair It’s very inequitable for two reasons.

ineradicable
Not able to be destroyed or rooted out In the end, britain’s
economic problems have ineradicable national and international
dimensions.

inerrable Not liable to error-g.g.coulton

inerrant Not liable to error-g.g.coulton Evangelicals believe that the bible
alone is infallible or inerrant.

inert Having only a limited ability to react chemically; chemically inactive
Following the second season the website was rendered inert.

inescapable Impossible to avoid or evade: This inescapable equation applies to
the policyholder and the company alike.

inessential Not absolutely necessary The rest felt to me inessential.

inestimable Beyond calculation or measure It is 10 times less famous that your
inestimable person

inevitable Invariably occurring or appearing To add to my wretchedness, the
inevitable baby was coming.

inexact Not exact Also, some of the quotes were either inexact or difficult to
track down.

inexcusable Not excusable It was an inexcusable act to remove that information
from the article.

inexhaustible Incapable of being entirely consumed or used up It was also
described as having productive land and inexhaustible water.

inexorable Not to be placated or appeased or moved by entreaty Cannon were
now an inexorable part of english warfare.

inexpedient Not suitable or advisable Remote access to their online health
record is unavailable or inexpedient.

inexpensive Relatively low in price or charging low prices Aertex vest is an
inexpensive brand of undershirt.

inexperienced Lacking practical experience or training The scientific team was
inexperienced.

inexperient Lacking practical experience or training

inexpert Lacking professional skill or expertise That’s just my inexpert
opinion, though.
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inexpiable Incapable of being atoned for

inexplicable Incapable of being explained or accounted for Also, walmart’s anti
philanthropical methods are inexplicable and piteous.

inexplicit Implied though not directly expressed; inherent in the nature of
something The formula contains an inexplicit element.

inexpressible Defying expression Perhaps we should consider the possibility that
truth is inexpressible.

inexpressive Not expressive This rage must have festered beneath that
inexpressive exterior for years.

inexpugnable Incapable of being overcome, challenged or refuted
inexpungeable Not capable of being expunged- louis auchincloss
inexpungible Not capable of being expunged- louis auchincloss

inextensible Not extensile The bars and the inextensible belt are encapsulated in
a matrix of rubber.

inexterminable Incapable of extermination or extirpation
inextinguishable Difficult or impossible to extinguish
inextirpable Incapable of extermination or extirpation

inextricable Not permitting extrication; incapable of being disentangled or
untied The relationship, however, is inextricable.

infallible Incapable of failure or error He is not infallible to say the least.

infamous Known widely and usually unfavorably; He was regarded as
infamous for his extravagance and profligacy.

infantile Of or relating to infants or infancy You are the one that is being
infantile here.

infatuated Marked by foolish or unreasoning fondness Edmund is infatuated
with the beautiful and talented mary crawford.

infeasible Not capable of being carried out or put into practice That is the
conundrum of infeasible problems.

infectious Of or relating to infection He enjoyed jonny’s infectious enthusiasm
and impulsive alacrity.

infective Able to cause disease Pathology of non infective gastritis.

infelicitous Marked by or producing unhappiness- american guide series A laser
strikes one as a particularly infelicitous tool for grits slicing.

inferential Derived or capable of being derived by inference The next level of
the abstracting process is the inferential stage.
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inferior Written or printed below and to one side of another character The
opinion is inferior to the bare facts.

infernal Extremely evil or cruel; expressive of cruelty or befitting hell The
infernal counterparts of aasimars are called tieflings.

infertile Incapable of reproducing The land was hilly, rocky and infertile.

infinite Too numerous to be counted Our wealth is limited but their cupidity
is infinite.

infinitesimal Infinitely or immeasurably small The difference between the two is
infinitesimal.

infinitival
Relating to or formed with the infinitive This is because it has a
tensed rather than an infinitival complement that contains the verb
that contains the noun modified by the relative clause.

infirm
Lacking firmness of will or character or purpose – shakespeare
Howard seems to have been horrified by the idea of becoming old
and infirm.

inflammable Easily ignited He has thorough knowledge of inflammable agents.

inflammatory Characterized or caused by inflammation Histamine triggers the
inflammatory response.

inflatable Designed to be filled with air or gas Belyayev then deployed and
pressurized the volga inflatable airlock.

inflated Enlarged beyond truth or reasonableness According to the author,
the number of people killed in israel is inflated.

inflationary Associated with or tending to cause increases in inflation This is
possible before the inflationary period begins.

inflectional Characterized by inflections indicating grammatical distinctions
Simplification of the inflectional system.

inflexible Incapable of change The category system is inflexible in this
respect.

inflowing Flowing inward Reducing inflowing heat reduces the loss of liquid
nitrogen in storage.

influent Flowing inward Peter hammer was internationally acknowledge as
an influent researcher.

influential Having or exercising influence or power In the meantime, the
influential ideas of the french revolution were spreading.

informal Not formal No informal of law can eradicate this malaise from the
society.
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informally Having or fostering a warm or friendly and informal atmosphere A
murphy is an informal way of saying a potato.

informational Relating to or having the nature of information Put some of the
more informational and authoritative links at the top.

informative Serving to instruct or enlighten or inform The goal is to be
informative and educational, not salacious.

informatory Providing or conveying information

informed Having much knowledge or education I am informed of the state of
the movement.

infrahuman Belonging to a group below humans in evolutionary development
inframaxillary Relating to the lower jaw

infrangible Difficult or impossible to break or separate into parts The observer
calls her an heiress, infrangible.

infrared
Having or employing wavelengths longer than light but shorter than
radio waves; lying outside the visible spectrum at its red end
Instead, the infrared grill directly heats the food, not the air.

infrasonic Having frequencies below those of audible sound Ultrasonic and
infrasonic refers to frequency of sound.

infrequent
Not frequent; not occurring regularly or at short intervals Arable
fields dominate the land cover of the area and grasslands are
infrequent.

infuriated Marked by extreme anger The destruction of the seneca land
infuriated the iroquois confederation.

ingenious Showing inventiveness and skill He was ingenious and thoughtful
and could foresee the future.

ingenuous Characterized by an inability to mask your feelings; not devious In
all his discussions, he was candid and ingenuous.

inglorious Deserving or bringing disgrace or shame- rachel carson It was an
inglorious victory.

ingrained Deeply rooted; firmly fixed or held It is ingrained in the popular
consciosness.

ingratiating Capable of winning favor His ingratiating attitude persuades the
captain not to punish him.

ingratiatory Calculated to please or gain favor
ingrowing Growing abnormally into the flesh

ingrown Growing abnormally into the flesh To prevent it, just avoid shaving
so close so hairs don’t get ingrown.
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inguinal Of or relating to or near the groin The lump is more globular than
the pear shaped lump of the inguinal hernia.

inhabitable Fit for habitation It is the innermost and the only inhabitable planet
in the system.

inhalant Inhaling or serving for inhalation General risks of all agents in
inhalant class.

inharmonic Lacking in harmony Partials can be harmonic or inharmonic.

inharmonious Lacking in harmony of parts The smacking, slurping, chomping and
gulping is an inharmonious contribution to any telephone call.

inherent In the nature of something though not readily apparent Deadline
has the inherent power of intangibility.

inheritable Capable of being inherited A slight variation that increases
survivability would have to be inheritable.

inherited Occurring among members of a family usually by heredity He
inherited both the skill and the wit.

inhibitory Restrictive of action Minimum inhibitory concentration.

inhomogeneous Not homogeneous For an inhomogeneous medium, boundaries must
be considered.

inhospitable Unfavorable to life or growth The climate in this region is very
inhospitable.

inhuman Belonging to or resembling something nonhuman They confronted
with the existing bad and inhuman practices in the society.

inhumane Lacking and reflecting lack of pity or compassion Second, there are
laws that prevent the inhumane treatment of animals.

inhumed Placed in a grave I inhumed my grandmother’s body by myself.

inimical Not friendly I think these ideas imply that islam itself is inimical to
science.

inimitable Defying imitation; matchless The unique style of some of his
recordings is inimitable.

iniquitous Characterized by iniquity; wicked because it is believed to be a sin
That would be iniquitous of you.

initial Occurring at the beginning It is the initial questionnaire method.
initiative Serving to set in motion The voters defeated the initiative.

initiatory Serving to set in motion Similar words are used in most initiatory
contexts.
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injectable Capable of being injected Wrinkle fillers are injectable alternatives,
but they too have their flaws.

injudicious
Lacking or showing lack of judgment or discretion; unwise His
injudicious opinion caused a gigantic result of making difficult
relationship with the boss.

injured Harmed The children of the victim were not injured.

injurious Harmful to living things There is nothing injurious to the subject
here.

inky Of the color of black ink The inky shadows are unfortunate though.

inlaid Adorned by inlays It has gold and silver chandeliers and hand inlaid
parquet floors and trim.

inland Situated away from an area’s coast or border Barges are usable the
length of brevard in the inland waterway.

inmost Situated or occurring farthest within He created your inmost being
and knit you together in your mother’s womb.

innate Not established by conditioning or learning Innate immune
responses of the dental pulp to caries.

inner Located or occurring within or closer to a center The inner
surrounds the authentic tea house.

innermost Situated or occurring farthest within The innermost circle
represents righteousness and sense of shame.

innocent Lacking in sophistication or worldliness She purports to be the
innocent one.

innocuous Not causing disapproval The content is actually rather innocuous.

innovational Being or producing something like nothing done or experienced or
created before

innovative
Being or producing something like nothing done or experienced or
created before He was the most innovative of the early rocket
pioneers.

innoxious Having no adverse effect

innumerable Too numerous to be counted He has caused innumerable edit wars,
both in the articles and on the talk pages.

innumerate
Lacking knowledge and understanding of mathematical concepts
and methods So the idea that the piraha are completely innumerate
is not farfetched.

innumerous Too numerous to be counted In the anime, addle doo acts as a
commander for the innumerous addle dees.
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inodorous Having no odor

inoffensive Giving no offense You look at the offending edit, but in your view
it’s inoffensive and harmless.

inoperable

Not able to perform its normal function Two handedness is a
limitation within some software packages that requires the operator
to make use of both hands simultaneously in order to operate the
software. software affected by this limitation may be inoperable by
users with only one hand.

inoperative Not working or taking effect The devices with unconnected drains
are inoperative.

inopportune Not opportune For the moment, i think it inopportune.

inordinate Beyond normal limits It’s taking up an inordinate amount of space
on the page.

inorganic Lacking the properties characteristic of living organisms Chemical
gardens demonstrate the effect of osmosis in inorganic chemistry.

inpouring Pouring inward

inquiring Given to inquiry I’m inquiring about the validity of this and getting
a reference.

inquisitive Inquiring or appearing to inquire He was ever ready to serve the
inquisitive.

inquisitorial Having the authority to conduct official investigations The
proceeding in the inquisitorial system is essentially by writing.

inquisitory Diligent and thorough in inquiry or investigation It’s arbitration to
resolve conflicts, not some sort of inquisitory trial.

insalubrious Detrimental to health

insane Very foolish The cemetery served the insane asylum and the poor
house.

insanitary Not sanitary or healthful The article is technical, but not insanitary.

insatiable Impossible to satisfy Savings were soon swallowed up by the
insatiable inflation.

insatiate Impossible to satisfy

inscriptive Of or relating to an inscription The central dome is supported by
pendentives marked with inscriptive medallions.

inscrutable Of an obscure nature- rachel The characters are as innumerable as
the plots are inscrutable.

insectan Of or relating to the class insecta
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insecticidal Of or relating to insecticide An insecticidal device includes a core of
an insect attracting substance.

insectivorous Feeding on insects The broadbills are for the most part
insectivorous and carnivorous.

insecure Lacking self-confidence or assurance During the next several years,
the government’s power became insecure.

insensate Without compunction or human feeling The item is placed on an
insensate place on the skin.

insensible Barely able to be perceived You were acting insensible and out of
order.

insensitive Not responsive to physical stimuli The compositions are particularly
insensitive to impact.

insentient Devoid of feeling and consciousness and animation

inseparable Not capable of being separated In this case, the person and the
process are almost inseparable.

inshore Close to a shore It occurs in shallow waters inshore.

inside Confined to an exclusive group Location in the body in the inside
area of the calf.

insidious Intended to entrap The final books explores the insidious nature of
despair.

insightful Exhibiting insight or clear and deep perception-r.c.angell The
comparison of territory is meant to be insightful and illuminating.

insignificant Signifying nothing Apart from the curiosity of the surname, he is
insignificant.

insincere Lacking sincerity Approval is strategy free, in the sense of never
encouraging insincere voting.

insipid Lacking interest or significance or impact I had to step away as it
was such an insipid argument.

insistent Repetitive and persistent He is quite insistent on this as it is the
legal spelling of his name.

insolent Marked by casual disrespect Have fun distorting the facts to
promote your insolent innocence.

insoluble Admitting of no solution or explanation The ceramic is also highly
insoluble.

insolvable Not easily solved- c.l.jones But it seems to me it’s an insolvable
problem if we want to please all parties.
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insolvent Unable to meet or discharge financial obligations Even the slightest
setback to hih would cause the company to become insolvent.

insomniac Experiencing or accompanied by sleeplessness- shakespeare He
was an insomniac and a notoriously heavy drinker.

insouciant Marked by blithe unconcern She is a traveler between mediums,
insouciant in the conquest of new terrain.

inspirational Imparting a divine influence on the mind and soul It looks like an
inspirational photo.

inspiratory Pertaining to the drawing in phase of respiration The patient circuit
comprises an inspiratory branch and an expiratory branch.

inspired
Being of such surpassing excellence as to suggest inspiration by the
gods His sense of assurance lifted the whole team and inspired all
the members.

inspiring Stimulating or exalting to the spirit Your pleasantness is truly awe
inspiring.

inspiriting Cheerfully encouraging

inst In or of the present month Kindergarden inst insulting , at least not
in german…

instant Demanding attention- h.l.mencken The method used is the instant
shaping method.

instantaneous Occurring with no delay Instantaneous communication is possible
with mobile phone.

instigative Arousing to action or rebellion It seems that crossmr is acting with
a malicious instigative agenda.

instinct Deeply filled or permeated After that, i experienced the joy and
coolness of instinct.

instinctive Unthinking; prompted by (or as if by) instinct The instinctive
reaction is to say that i won’t bother again.

institutional Organized as or forming an institution Institutional modernization
engered a renaissance of the intelligentsia.

institutionalised Officially placed in or committed to a specialized institution He
institutionalised buddhism in this region.

instructive Serving to instruct or enlighten or inform The outlining of her entry
is especially instructive.

instrumental Relating to or designed for or performed on musical instruments
Miller was instrumental in the development of biofeedback.
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insubordinate Not submissive to authority He was insubordinate, so she had good
reason to fire him.

insubstantial Lacking in nutritive value If the left is insubstantial, the right is
substantial, and vice versa.

insufferable Used of persons or their behavior His sister, his wife, his kinsmen,
and his friends are insufferable.

insufficient Of a quantity not able to fulfill a need or requirement Insufficient
context throws the reader out of the article.

insular Suggestive of the isolated life of an island- leonard michaels Anglo
saxon art is the art of england after the insular period.

insulting Expressing extreme contempt The subject is nauseating, puerile
and insulting.

insuperable Incapable of being surmounted or excelled This account has a
number of insuperable problem areas.

insupportable Incapable of being justified or explained I’d have to say that your
opinion is incorrect and insupportable.

insurable Capable of being insured or eligible to be insured The concept of
insurable risk underlies nearly all insurance decisions.

insurgent In opposition to a civil authority or government At the time, makhno
was the leader of the insurgent army of ukraine.

insurmountable Not capable of being surmounted or overcome The problems aren’t
insurmountable.

insurrectional Of or relating to or given to insurrection Inhabitants of demydivka
also took part in insurrectional movement.

insurrectionary Of or relating to or given to insurrection Bennett’s cabinet saw this
as an insurrectionary movement and panicked.

insusceptible Not susceptible to
intact Sexually competent The bullion room was still intact.

intangible
Not having physical substance or intrinsic productive value
Intangible personal property that is and is not subject to
garnishment.

integral
Constituting the undiminished entirety; lacking nothing essential
especially not damaged- bacon Likewise, the stock is the integral of
the flow.

integrated Resembling a living organism in organization or development The
earliest models integrated the converter and the synthesizer.
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integrative Combining and coordinating diverse elements into a whole Business
informatics as an integrative discipline.

integumental Of or relating to the integument Integumental photophores are
present upon the head, arms and fins.

integumentary Of or relating to the integument Both show evidence of
integumentary structures.

intellectual Involving intelligence rather than emotions or instinct These
intellectual victuals have verily revivified me.

intelligent Having the capacity for thought and reason especially to a high
degree He’s a suave and intelligent individual.

intelligible Capable of being apprehended or understood The goal should be
objectively defined and intelligible for the individual.

intemperate Given to excessive indulgence of bodily appetites especially for
intoxicating liquors I was intemperate in that remark.

intended Future; betrothed Neither plan really materialized the way the
composer intended.

intense Having the highest saturation Hate is an emotion of intense
revulsion.

intensional Used of the set of attributes that distinguish the referents of a given
word If a sort is not declared as extensional, it is intensional.

intensive
Of agriculture; intended to increase productivity of a fixed area by
expending more capital and labor Red stands for the blood and the
intensive flame.

intent Giving or marked by complete attention to- walter de la mare This is
the intent of uniformity and accessibility.

intentional Done or made or performed with purpose and intent- havelock ellis
The murkiness, as it related to specific views, was intentional.

interactive
Used especially of drugs or muscles that work together so the total
effect is greater than the sum of the two (or more) The interactive
aspect of this software was revolutionary at the time.

interbred Bred of closely related parents Others believed the neanderthals
had interbred with modern humans.

intercalary
Having a day or month inserted to make the calendar year
correspond to the solar year: Or indeed the movement of the
intercalary day to 29 february.

intercellular Located between cells Intercellular communication refers to the
communication between cells.
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interchangeable Such that the arguments or roles can be interchanged Practically,
the terms are still interchangeable in the marketplace.

interchurch
Occurring between or among or common to different churches or
denominations The interchurch world movement denounced the
lawlessness of the raids.

intercollegiate Used of competition between colleges or universities There are also
eight intercollegiate halls.

intercontinental Extending or taking place between or among continents Santos won
the intercontinental cup for the first time.

intercostal Located or occurring between the ribs The 10th intercostal nerve
terminates at the umbilicus.

intercrossed Produced by crossbreeding Hickories usually can be intercrossed
successfully within the genus.

interdenominational
Occurring between or among or common to different churches or
denominations It was also believed that the church would reduce
interdenominational frictions.

interdepartmental Between or among departments Their level of interdepartmental
and scientific competence is superlative.

interdependent Mutually dependent The two cities are considered sister cities and
are highly interdependent.

interdisciplinary
Drawing from or characterized by participation of two or more
fields of study The journals underline the interdisciplinary character
of ohp.

interest-bearing Of financial obligations on which interest is paid The effective
interest is compared with the stated interest of the investment.

interested Having or showing interest; especially curiosity or fascination or
concern Hie is interested in selling the resort.

interesting Arousing or holding the attention The beginning of the movie was
interesting.

interfacial Relating to or situated at an interface It is convenient to frame the
discussion in terms of the interfacial energies.

interfaith Involving persons of different religious faiths Cohen is active in
interfaith dialogue.

interfering Intrusive in a meddling or offensive manner The witness was
subsequently arrested for interfering with the investigation.

intergalactic Between or among galaxies Eight are required for intergalactic
connections.
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interim Serving during an intermediate interval of time In the interim, the
article on the organization would suffice.

interior Inside the country The adapter sleeve seals the housing interior.

interlacing Linked or locked closely together as by dovetailing The ornament
pictures the interlacing fig and vine leaves.

interlineal Written between lines of text

interlinear Written between lines of text No, of course not, only interlinear
commenting, i forgot to sign.

interlinking Linked or locked closely together as by dovetailing Andwikipedia
has a built in standard interlinking.

interlobular Between lobes or lobules These join to form the interlobular veins,
which pass inward between the rays.

interlocking Linked or locked closely together as by dovetailing The center is
dominated by the board constructed out of interlocking tiles.

interlocutory Consisting of dialogue It only allows decisions that are
interlocutory, meaning there is something more to be done.

intermediate Around the middle of a scale of evaluation However, this
intermediate image is seen by the user as flickering.

intermeshed
Interlocked and interacting A multi purpose three pass drum dryer
comprised of two independent and intermeshed systems utilizing an
air circulation flowing contrary to the progression of the material
through the dryer.

interminable Tiresomely long; seemingly without end The debate appears
interminable, the disputants irreconcilable.

intermittent Stopping and starting at irregular intervals It’s one of the dreaded
intermittent faults.

intermolecular Existing or acting between molecules Anisotropy and non additivity
of intermolecular forces.

intermural Between two or more institutions etc Vans are also used by schools
to drive sports teams to intermural games.

internal Innermost or essential The internal bitmap is discarded after the
query.

international From or between other countries The international fee is for the
benefit of the international bureau.

internationalist Influenced by or advocating internationalism It will be pro growth,
progressive, and internationalist.
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internationalistic Influenced by or advocating internationalism So what he really
became in 1917 was anti internationalistic socialism.

internecine Within a group or organization Almost all of the game’s six endings
take place within the internecine.

interoceptive Of or relating to interoception

interoperable Able to exchange and use information Either a system is
interoperable with another or it is not.

interpersonal Occurring among or involving several people This is clearly the
result of an interpersonal fight.

interplanetary Between or among planets Application to interplanetary travel.

interpretable
Capable of being understood We claim that the notion of
togetherness is interpretable in terms of channel or the linkage of
properties of the parts of a whole.

interpretative That provides interpretation Bloom contributes three of the four
interpretive chapters of the work.

interpretive That provides interpretation A short interpretive trail connects the
parking lot with the summit.

interracial Between races Interracial dating is a tricky thing.
interrelated Reciprocally connected A topic is a set of interrelated articles.

interrogative Relating to verbs in the so-called interrogative mood The
interrogative mood is used for posing questions.

interrogatory Relating to the use of or having the nature of an interrogation This
rule is really a combination of a deposition with an interrogatory.

interscholastic
Used of competition or cooperation between secondary schools The
athletic program includes both interscholastic sports and
intramurals.

interschool Used of competition or cooperation between secondary schools
Interschool tournaments occur about once a month.

intersectant Crossed or intersected in the form of an x

intersexual Having sexual characteristics intermediate between those of male
and female Intrasexual and intersexual selection.

interspecies Arising or occurring between species Interspecies traumatic
insemination.

interspecific Arising or occurring between species This struggle may be intra
specific or interspecific.
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interstate
Involving and relating to the mutual relations of states especially of
the united states Supreme court decision ordering the
desegregation of interstate buses in 1961.

interstellar Between or among stars In the interstellar medium, the proportion
of is around a hundred times higher.

interstitial Of or relating to interstices Idiopathic interstitial pneumonia.

intertidal Of or relating to the littoral area above the low-tide mark These
snails live in the intertidal zone.

intertribal Between or among tribes The song can be heard at protests and
intertribal powwows.

intervertebral Pertaining to the space between two vertebrae Their intervertebral
disc material can calcify and become more brittle.

intestate Having made no legally valid will before death or not disposed of by
a legal will He died intestate and without heirs.

intestinal Of or relating to or inside the intestines Here, they enhance the
activity of the intestinal flora by binding with oxygen.

intimal
Of or relating to the intima Tissue sampling in all six ra subjects the
histological appearance of synovia showed classic inflammatory
pathology with mononuclear cell infiltrates and a thickened intimal
layer.

intimate Marked by close acquaintance, association, or familiarity – v.l.
parrington Sringara is the relationship of the intimate love.

intimidating Discouraging through fear The tone is demeaning and intimidating
and the nature is personal.

intolerable Incapable of being put up with The declaration of a rival messiah
was intolerable to the christians.

intolerant Unwilling to tolerate difference of opinion It is even extended to the
intolerant.

intoned
Uttered in a monotonous cadence or rhythm as in chanting Verse
would have been recited in a long intoned chant that observed the
meter.

intoxicant Causing Vavilov’s ‘kafiristanica’ is a high intoxicant wild variety.

intoxicated As if under the influence of alcohol Manly police came across
several people who were severely intoxicated.

intracellular Located or occurring within a cell or cells Cryopyrin is contained in
the intracellular inflammasome.

intracerebral Within the brain Surgical trial in intracerebral haemorrhage.
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intracranial Within the skull Idiopathic intracranial hypertension.

intractable Not tractable; difficult to manage or mold We say the problem is
intractable.

intracutaneous Relating to areas between the layers of the skin
intradepartmental Within a department

intradermal Relating to areas between the layers of the skin Lack of flare with
intradermal histamine is seen.

intradermic Relating to areas between the layers of the skin

intragroup Occurring within an institution or community Social foraging and
the behavioral ecology of intragroup resource transfers.

intralinguistic Within a particular language

intralobular Inside lobes or lobules Striated ducts are part of the intralobular
ducts.

intramolecular
Within the molecule; occurring by a reaction between different
parts of the same molecule In the case of intramolecular olefin
insertion, this is the cyclization step.

intramural Carried on within the bounds of an institution or community The
fieldhouse is also used for recreation and intramural sports.

intramuscular Within a muscle Sultopride may be given orally or intramuscular.

intransigent
Impervious to pleas, persuasion, requests, reason- w.churchill The
intransigent party and the christian democratic party joined the
coalition.

intransitive
Designating a verb that does not require or cannot take a direct
object The impersonal passive deletes the subject of an intransitive
verb.

intrapulmonary Being or occurring within a lung Intrapulmonary percussive
ventilator.

intrasentential Of or relating to constituents within a sentence The factor only
applies to intrasentential anaphora.

intraspecies
Arising or occurring within a species; involving the members of one
species It had powerful shoulders which may have been useful in
intraspecies combat.

intraspecific
Arising or occurring within a species; involving the members of one
species A. polis, the evolution and dynamics of intraspecific
predation.

intrastate Relating to or existing within the boundaries of a state A series of
intrastate conflicts emerges.
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intrauterine Within the womb Intrauterine and neonatal lead exposure promote
tooth decay .

intravenous Within or by means of a vein It includes the entire subject of
intravenous access.

intraventricular Within the system of ventricles in the brain I had a look and added a
small amount on intraventricular bleeds.

intrepid Invulnerable to fear or intimidation Lowe is ascending in the
‘intrepid’ to observe the battle of fair oaks.

intricate Having many complexly arranged elements; elaborate The
miniature paintings are well known for their intricate brushwork.

intriguing Disturbingly provocative Also the discussion about the wind farms
was intriguing.

intrinsic Belonging to a thing by its very nature- john dewey Much remains
unknown about both the extrinsic and the intrinsic strengths.

intrinsical Belonging to a thing by its very nature- john dewey

introductory Serving as an introduction or preface The introductory paragraph
explains about the sea lamprey.

introjected Incorporated unconsciously into your own psyche

introspective
Given to examining own sensory and perceptual experiences The
album is a tour of the soul, ethereal, conscientious and
introspective.

introuvable Impossible to find

introversive Directed inward; marked by interest in yourself or concerned with
inner feelings

introverted Given to examining own sensory and perceptual experiences Alfred
is bumbling and introverted.

introvertish Somewhat introverted

introvertive Directed inward; marked by interest in yourself or concerned with
inner feelings

intrusive Thrusting inward It’s obstructive, intrusive, and doesn’t add to the
visual look of the page.

intuitionist Of or relating to intuitionism I am not an intuitionist and i’m not
sure why you assume that i am.

intuitive Obtained through intuition rather than from reasoning or
observation The above is the intuitive idea.

intumescent Abnormally distended especially by fluids or gas The intumescent
material has improved anti cracking properties.
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inured
Made tough by habitual exposure- robert lynd- v.s.pritchett They
were lumbermen, farmers and miners, inured to hard work and
privation.

inutile Not worth using Please stop posting this inutile content.
invalid No longer valid It is invalid to abscond like that.

invaluable Having incalculable monetary, intellectual, or spiritual worth Your
resourcefulness has been invaluable to moving that article along.

invariable Not liable to or capable of change His silence was accompanied by
invariable loyalty to the party whip.

invariant Unaffected by a designated operation or transformation The
structure of the novel is invariant.

invasive Gradually intrusive without right or permission The character of the
government action is substantial and invasive.

inventive Marked by independence and creativity in thought or action- lewis
mumford The anonymous poet was inventive in his use of language.

inverse Opposite in nature or effect or relation to another quantity The
inverse of elasticity of substitution is elasticity of complementarity.

invertebrate Lacking a backbone or spinal column An arachnid is a member of a
class of joint legged invertebrate animals.

invertible Having an additive or multiplicative inverse Each transformation
must be invertible.

investigatory Designed to find information or ascertain facts These are associated
closely with investigatory behaviors.

inveterate Habitual They tend to be inveterate learners and innovators.

invidious Containing or implying a slight or showing prejudice No invidious
discrimination is made against anyone by the measures adopted.

invigorating Imparting strength and vitality It was so refreshing and
invigorating.

invincible Incapable of being overcome or subdued I have removed the
following bit of opinion from the invincible section.

inviolable Immune to attack; incapable of being tampered with They are not
inviolable and firm.

inviolate Must be kept sacred The liberty of the press shall forever remain
inviolate.

invisible Impossible or nearly impossible to see; imperceptible by the eye I
will never agree to invisible, unaccountable actions.
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invitational Pertaining to or characteristic of an invitation The invitational is
available in all three divisions.

invitatory Conveying an invitation One may conclude by saying the lord’s
prayer on the invitatory bead.

inviting Attractive and tempting I was inviting you to participate in the
debate.

involucrate Having an involucre

involuntary
Controlled by the autonomic nervous system; without conscious
control The camp was used also for involuntary blood donations
from the young children.

involute Especially of petals or leaves in bud; having margins rolled inward
The involute of a circle is an example.

involved Connected by participation or association or use He was involved in
the organization.

invulnerable Immune to attack; impregnable He is invulnerable to forms of
radiation.

inward Directed or moving inward or toward a center The acceleration is
directed inward, toward the axis of rotation.

inwards Relating to or existing in the mind or thoughts I detest the notion of
the inward looking group.

inwrought Having a decorative pattern worked or woven in

Adjectives That Start with IO (8 Words)

iodinated Treated with iodine The lysosomal enzymes cleave the t4 from the iodinated
thyroglobulin.

iodinating Combining or causing to combine with iodine Here the iodinating agent is the
tri iodine cation i3 and the base is hso4 .

iodised Treated with iodine The rock salt probably is not iodised.

iodized Treated with iodine Season with iodized salt, pepper powder and sugar
according to taste.

ionian
Of or pertaining to the ancient ionians who lived in attica and related
territories, to their ionic dialect of greek, or to their culture Memorize the
ionian mode pattern in the diagram above.

ionic Of or pertaining to the ionic order of classical greek architecture Iodinated
medium may also be either ionic or non ionic.
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ionised Converted totally or partly into ions It does not matter whether you spell ionise
or ionised with a z or s.

ionized Converted totally or partly into ions In the experiment the quarks ionized the
vacuum area.

Adjectives That Start with IP, IR (52 Words)

ipsilateral On or relating to the same side (of the body) These lesions cause damage
to the ipsilateral same side eye.

iraki Of or relating to iraq or its people or culture The courageous iraki voters
have taken tho a huge step on that path tho.

iranian Of or relating to iran or its people or language or culture The biggest
nonsense is the iranian template.

iraqi Of or relating to iraq or its people or culture Later revisions of the iraqi
constitution removed the deviants clause.

irascible Quickly aroused to anger I’m sorry if i’ve seemed irascible.

irate Feeling or showing extreme anger Irate crowds burned down the british
embassy in dublin.

irenic Conducive to peace
iridaceous Of or pertaining to or characteristic of plants of the family iridaceae

iridescent Varying in color when seen in different lights or from different angles The
iridescent color of the scales is visible.

iridic Of or containing iridium

irish Of or relating to or characteristic of ireland or its people Irish rebound
from loss to whitme.

iritic Of or relating to located near the iris of the eye

irksome So lacking in interest as to cause mental weariness Every kind of labor is
irksome to him.

iron Extremely robust In general, the properties of malleable cast iron are
more like mild steel.

iron-clad Sheathed in iron plates for protection The turtle ship was the first ironclad
in the world.

iron-gray Of the grey color of iron The man smelted the iron.

ironclad Sheathed in iron plates for protection The vessel’s appearance has been
compared to that of the historic ironclad.
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ironed Extremely robust In general, the properties of malleable cast iron are
more like mild steel.

ironic Humorously sarcastic or mocking In the film, the lyrics are bitterly ironic.

ironical Humorously sarcastic or mocking I think it’s sort of ironical that we ended
up like this.

ironlike Exhibiting strength or hardness like that of iron
ironshod Shod or cased with iron

irrational Not consistent with or using reason In times of insecurity, of worldwide
menace, the irrational booms.

irreclaimable Insusceptible of reform
irreconcilable Impossible to reconcile The two points of view were irreconcilable.

irrecoverable Incapable of being recovered or regained The loss is also recoverable or
irrecoverable.

irredeemable Not convertible into coin at the pleasure of the holder Barring such a
source, the article is irredeemable.

irreducible Incapable of being made smaller or simpler The birthrate in china is
irreducible.

irrefutable Impossible to deny or disprove The record here is clear and imho
irrefutable.

irregular Falling below the manufacturer’s standard The interval of the release is
irregular now.

irrelevant Having no bearing on or connection with the subject at issue The timing of
the accusation is irrelevant.

irreligious Hostile or indifferent to religion He considered basques to be ignorant,
superstitious, proud and irreligious.

irremediable Impossible to remedy or correct or redress Its irremediable worthlessness
filled my soul in this kind of harsh situation.

irremovable Incapable of being removed or away or dismiss Confused about her new
irremovable ugly cursed swimsuit.

irreparable Impossible to repair, rectify, or amend My acts have caused irreparable
damage to the party.

irreplaceable Impossible to replace It would probably make the images of the stations to
be irreplaceable.

irrepressible Impossible to repress or control He felt an irrepressible attraction to
journalism.
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irreproachable Free of guilt; not subject to blame From the typographical point of view,
the ‘ostrog bible’ is irreproachable.

irreproducible Impossible to reproduce or duplicate Another irreproducible sporadic bug.

irresistible Overpoweringly attractive The combination of sexual love and radical
ideology was more than irresistible.

irresolute Uncertain how to act or proceed The boy is irresolute and indeterminate.

irresponsible Showing lack of care for consequences This is irresponsible on the part of
the report.

irretrievable Impossible to recover or recoup or overcome As it stands, it’s
irretrievable.

irreverent Showing lack of due respect or veneration Let me know if you see the
definition of irreverent differently.

irreversible Incapable of being reversed Once the core is removed, the sequence is
irreversible.

irrevocable Incapable of being retracted or revoked- shakespeare A deed of variation
may be revocable or irrevocable.

irrevokable Incapable of being retracted or revoked- shakespeare

irritable Easily irritated or annoyed The afflicted are often fretful, irritable, and
voraciously hungry.

irritated Aroused to impatience or anger Some of the objections greatly irritated
me.

irritating Causing physical discomfort The omission is irritating and incorrect.

irritative Serving to stimulate or excite Its expectorant action is caused by irritative
action on the bronchial mucosa.

irruptive Of igneous rock that has solidified beneath the earth’s surface; granite or
diorite or gabbro It is nomadic and sometimes irruptive.

Adjectives That Start with IS (32 Words)

ischaemic Relating to or affected by ischemia The condition is considered as a type of
ischaemic heart disease.

ischemic Relating to or affected by ischemia Posterior ischemic optic neuropathy.

isentropic With unchanging entropy; at constant entropy For a reversible process, this
is identical to an isentropic process.

islamic Of or relating to or supporting islamism The barber transcribed the salabati,
a profession of the islamic faith.
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ismaili Of or relating to a branch of shiism that is noted for its esoteric philosophy
Furthermore there are two ismaili fractions.

isobilateral Having identical parts on each side of an axis
isochronal Equal in duration or interval

isochronous Equal in duration or interval The duration of the isochronous and the
asynchronous phase can be configured.

isoclinal Having equal magnetic inclinations

isoclinic Having equal magnetic inclinations Therefore which shows that left isoclinic
and right isoclinic rotations commute.

isocyclic Containing a closed ring of atoms of the same kind especially carbon atoms

isogonic Having or making equal angles This point is commonly called the first
isogonic center.

isolable Capable of being isolated or disjoined It is a rare isolable homoleptic metal
carbonyl that is paramagnetic.

isolated Under forced isolation especially for health reasons The mad were ignored
and verbally isolated.

isolationist Of or relating to isolationism China has isolationist foreign policy.
isolationistic Of or relating to isolationism

isomeric Of or relating to or exhibiting isomerism The isomeric shift on atomic
spectral lines.

isometric Of a crystal system characterized by three equal axes at right angles The
top view is an isometric view.

isometrical Having equal dimensions or measurements

isomorphic Having similar appearance but genetically different Basically this means
they are isomorphic but not canonically.

isomorphous Having similar appearance but genetically different It is not isomorphous as
he expected from the chemical formulae.

isopteran Relating to or characteristic of insects of the order isoptera

isosceles Having two sides of equal length In an isosceles trapezoid the base angles
have the same measure.

isosmotic Having the same or equal osmotic pressure In other words, the absorption
in the proximal tubule is isosmotic.

isothermal Of a process or change taking place at constant temperature A method of
isothermal heat transfer is also disclosed.

isothermic Of or relating to an isotherm
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isotonic Of two or more muscles; having equal tension Commercial isotonic drinks
may be used as a substitute.

isotopic Of or relating to or having the relation of an isotope The advent of isotopic
dating changed the understanding of geologic time.

isotropic Invariant with respect to direction The diffraction pattern shows it to be an
isotropic glassy phase.

isotropous Invariant with respect to direction

Israeli Of or relating to or characteristic of Israel or its people The israeli military
censor has barred publication of the picture.

isthmian Of or relating to or forming an isthmus That performance helped the club
gain election to the isthmian league.

Adjectives That Start with IT, IV, IX (7 Words)

Italian Of or pertaining to or characteristic of Italy or its people or culture or language
The Italian anarchist federation denounces the raids.

italic Characterized by slanting characters Hence, moving to the italic reading.

itchy Causing an irritating cutaneous sensation; being affect with an itch The swelling
can be itchy or painful.

iterative Marked by iteration The preconditioned problem is then usually solved by an
iterative method.

itinerant Traveling from place to place to work A group of itinerant actors then arrives at
the manor.

ivied Overgrown with ivy

ix Denoting a quantity consisting of one more than eight and one less than ten Ix
torpedo beneath the fuselage.

We hope our list of I adjectives was helpful. Learn new adjectives to expand your vocabulary
and enhance the power of your narrative.
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